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1" INTRODUCTION

The SEQHTS Study Aleas
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Figure 1

Ihis paper describes the methods used for geocoding of locations in the SEQHTS
project, outlines some of the problems encountered, and gives an indication of the
accuracy obtrtined from v:uious geocoding methods.. The interested reader may wish to
compare the experiences in the SEQHTS project wirh those reported for rhe 1991
Sydney Travel Survey (Yeomans, 1992).
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In 1992, the Iransport Rese:uch Centre (IRC) designed and conducted the South-East
Queensland Household Travel Survey (SEQHIS) for the Queensland Department of
Transport (QDOT). This survey took the form of a mail-back questionnaire survey
which was sent to approximately 20.000 households in Brisbane, the Gold Coast:md
the Sunshine Coast (see Figure I for study areas) .. Valid responses were received from
approximately 13,000 households. This yielded information on approximately 40,000
people and 150,000 trips.. Further derails on the survey design and procedures are
contained in the project report (TRC, 1993) while details of the response characteristics
are described in Richardson and Ampt (1993)
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2. GEOCODING OF ADDRESSES

A major feature of the SEQHTS survey design was that geocodes were to be assigned
to each sampled household address and to each of the trip destination locations in the
SEQHTS travel data.. A geocode is a pair of longitude and latitude values which is
based on an earth coordinate system. The process of assigning longitude and latitude
values (or X and Y coordinares) is called geocoding

MapInfo®, a Geographic Information Sysrem (GIS) software package, was used as the
basic platform for the geocoding task with ERSIS Australia Pty. Ltd.. , the Brisbane
distributor of Maplnfo databases, supplying the electronic reference maps of the studyarea

In adopting Maplnfo, it was expected to be found wanting because it could only
geocode full stIeet addresses (le.. When street number, street name and suburb name or
postcode are given) This is a problem because the SEQHTS survey instIument allowed
for respondents to provide the nearest cross-street (two intersecting stI'eets) or a
landmark in lieu of a full stIeet address.. There is also the problem of geocoding partial
and/or inaccurate address information provided by the respondent. an occurrence which
cannot be totally avoided in a mail-out mail-back questionnaire survey

In addition, however, the reference maps provided by ERSIS proved to be a major
problem when they were found to have serious deficiencies. Foremost of these
problems was that there were no suburb boundary mes provided for the Sunshine Coast
and the suburb boundary files for most of the Gold Coast areas were provided lare.
Figure 2 shows the exrent of the areas for which subutb boundary mes were eventually
provided. Note that all of the Sunshine Coast is missing, While there are missing
subutbs in the Gold Coast and even in Brisbane.. As a substiture, however, postcode
boundaries were provided and these were used in the geocoding of household addresses
in areas not covered by suburb boundary files..

Another deficiency was that a number of streets were missing on the reference maps,
especially in newly developed ar·eas.. Finally, the database of landmarks was provided
lare, and Was then found to be severely deficient As a result, the TRe was forced to do
a substantial amount of extIa work in the preparation of geocoding reference mes, and
this resulted in added costs to Queensland Transport and severe delays in the
completion of the geocoding task. Nonetheless, the use of geocoding has resulred in far
betrer definition of locations than has occurred in previous surveys, and will prove
inValuable in subsequent analysis..
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a random position along the street within the suburb - providing a less accurate geocode
than that provided by use of the shop name.

It is obvious that not all of the methods in Figure 3 can be successfully applied to each
address because of differing input requirements. On the other hand, some respondents
provided more information than was required, allowing for rwo or more equally reliable
geocoding methods to be applied.. An example is when a cross-street or landmark is
given together with a full street address.. In such a case the geocode obtained using the
full street address is preferred.

In the actual computer implementation of the geocoding methods, four program
modules were developed for the SEQHTS project These are:

• geocoding using Maplnfo;
geocoding using a cross-street database;

• geocoding with the assistance of a street directory; and
• geocoding by sampling

In addition, an interactive spelling checker program was developed to automate the
correction of spelling errors/mismatches of street names and suburb names. Spellings
were checked against a dictioomy created from the electronic reference maps provided
by ERSIS

As shown in Figure 3, the geocodes (or X and Y coordinates) are stored in a file called
ADDRESS_XY.DBF The "DBF" extension indicates that the basic data were held in a
database file, using the FoxBASE+/Mac database program on an Apple Macintosh (this
program is similar in many respects to the dBASE program on IBM..compatible
platforms) The addless information extracted from the various SEQHTS data files, as
iepresented by the file IRAVEL_DATADBF, are also kept in this file.. Geocoding was
performed on the household addresses in the household data file, on the start-ofCday
locations in the person fIle, and on the destination locations in the stop fIle A separate
file of address information is necessary as spelling changes will be made to it to
maximise matching success during geocoding.

The next few sections of this paper will discuss how addresses are prepared to make
them suitable for geocoding and then detrtils of the four geocoding program modules
mentioned above will be provided.
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Prepar'ation of the address data

A crucial factor in geocoding is the success of matching the address infOlmation (I e
street name and suburb name) provided by the respondents to that used in the electI'Onic
reference maps. Slight differences in spellings result in a mismatch and consequently a
geocoding failure

Steps were made to minimise spelling mismatches in the SEQHTS data by providing a
pop-up dictionary of street names and suburb names in the data entry program for the
travel data" The pop·,up dictionary even went as far as displaying only those str'eets
which belong to a specified suburb. However, as the dictionary was not really complete,
some addresses were still required to be entered manually.. Also, a few entries in the
dictiona.ry were discovered to be misspelt. giving rise to subsequent problems in the
matching process

The more common causes of spelling mismatches are variations in abbreviations such
as TeI' & Tee for Terrace, and Mnt & Mt for Mount, and reversals of combinations of
names such as Wynnum West and West Wynnum

Considering that there was so much address information to check for mismatches, a
rudimentary interactive pI'Ogram was developed for the purpose. The program starts off
by extracting the address records from TRAVEL_DATADBF and saving them into
ADDRESS_XYDBFThis latter database saves the spelling changes, with the Oliginal
address information provided by the respondents left unmodified in the former
database. Of course, a way of relating ADDRESS_XY and 'IRAVEL_DATA must be
maintained to be able to attach the X and Y coordinates obtained using ADDRESS_XY
onto TRAVEL_DATA This was done via the unique household, person or stop
identification numbers.

The interactive spelling checker program was implemented using FoxBASE+/Mac and
has the basic features of a word processing spelling checker.. It fmds an item that is not
in the dictionary and displays candidate dictionary items using the "soundex" function
of FoxBASE+/Mac. Soundex is used to determine if two words are phonetically
similar, that is, if they sound alike,

It was expected that only a few addresses wonld turn up as mismatches owing to the use
of the dictionary pop-up during data entry. However in the case of suburb or locality
names there were quite a number of mismatches, This is because ERSIS did not provide
suburb boundary maps for Sunshine Coast, nor fOl some of the Brisbane and Gold
Coast areas, Postcode boundary maps were provided, however, so that mismatches in
suburb names were resolved by entering postcode numbers,

ro speed· up the process in most of the geocoding methods shown in Figure 3,
identification numbers are used instead of the actual names of streets and suburbs, A
table of unique identification numbers for each street name and suburb name was
created along with postcodes for each suburb. The identification numbers and postcodes
are attached to ADDRESS_XY after the spelling changes have been made,
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Geocoding cross-street addresses

Geocoding a cross-street address was just a simple matter of searching this cross-street
database

- id number of the first street
.. id number of the second slreet
- longitude of intersecting point
- latitude of intersecting point
- id number of the suburb boundary
• number of multiples within the suburb boundary
- id number of the postcode boundary
- number of multiples within the postcode boundary

The last four fields of the cross-street database listed above are necessary because
multiple occurrences of a cross-street in various locations are possible" To be able to
identify which cross-street is pertinent, the cross-street database has to have a boundary
field that qualifies each record.. Searching a cross-street in turn must also have boundary
informatiou as part of the input But this only partially solves the problem of multiples,
as mnltiples may also exist within a boundary.. A good example is a "court" type slreet
where it intersects another street twice, with both intersections likely to be in the same
suburb or postcode boundary.. Knowing the number of multiples would allow for a
randomised approach to selecting a pair of X and Y coordinates among the multiples It
should be clear that multiple occunences of a cross-street which are in different
boundaries should uot really be considered as multiples.

In completing the questionnaire, the respondent may specify a landmark as a
destination address.. Examples of landmarks includes the name of a restaurant, a school,
a bank, a government office, a shopping centre, a park, a beach, etc. To be effective as a
valid address, a landmark has to be qualified to identify it uniquely from all others with

The geocoding of cross-streets, as in geocoding of full addresses, is also done in
successive stages with the next stage using a larger boundaIy than the previous.. Once
again, the probability of a correct geocode decreases as a larger boundary is used.. For
cross-Slr·eets, this is aggravated by the random process of selecting a cross-slreet from
its set of multiples, if any.

Geocoding landmarks

As in the geocoding of filll street addresses, a list of unique cross-street addresses was
extracted from ADDRESS_XY to avoid unnecessary repetitions in geocoding A cross..
street address consists of rwo street names and a boundary (e..g.. suburb or postcode).

As mentioned earlier. Maplnfo does not have the capability to geocode cross-streets, at
least as a standard function .. A program was therefore written to fill this gap using a
faiIly straightforward procedure.. A database of cross-streets with their coordinates Was
set-up from the reference maps provided by ERSIS with each record haVing the
following fields:

streecone
streeCtwo
x_coord
y_coord
sUbb_bdry
subb_mult
pcod_bdry
pcod_mult
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Geocoding by sampling

Addresses provided by lespondents were nor always complete" Some inrentionally
omitted stteet numbers 01 just indicated their subUIb or locality - probably for privacy
reasons, The approach that was used to geocode these cases in the SEQHTS survey was
to sample a point along the length of the street, if a street name was given, or to sample
a point within a subUIb, if a suburb was all that was available,

A long or winding street in a MapInfo map is divided into short segments, usually at
street intersections and when it changes direction" Sampling a point along a street
therefore consisted of gathering all the segments belonging to the given stteet within
the boundary file, then randomly selecting which segment to use (segments may be
assigned relative weights based on their lengths), and then sampling a point along the
selected street segment.. Sampling a point within an area (suburb or postcode) also
followed this procedure, with the added step of firstly randomly selecting a street
among the streets within the area"

In addition, the selection of the side of the stteet was also randomised, and the sampled
point was then offset ttansversely from the street by about 10 mett'es This was felt to
be necessary as the lines defining the stteets on a MapInfo map represent the centre
lines of the streets and thus an adjustment had to be made to accounr for the street
width" This adjustment was required because CCD boundaries also follow the centre
lines of streets. and this method minimised the incidence of locations falling on the
boundaIies between adjacent CCDs, The offset of 10 mettes is consistent with the way
in which MapInfo geocodes full street addresses, This practice, however, resulted in
some geocodes "spilling out" of boundary files or onto water areas when the stIeet
segment was near a river bank or beach" These occurrences were corrected manually,
after visually examining a plot of the geocoded points,

As in geocoding of full stteet addresses and cross-sueet addresses, progressively larger
boundaries were used when the given street could not be found within the given suburb
boundary

The methods shown in Figure 3 belonging to this category of geocoding were all
implemented outside of MapInfo using specially written program modules, but using
the reference maps provided by ERSIS,

Locations in other parts of Queensland, in other States, and overseas were not
geocoded, but were assigned a pseudo-SLA code to assist in identifying their location
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methods described above gave rise ro a range of geocoding methods, which were
tec'oI'(!ed with the geocoded location in the respective data files using the following

GeocodIng Method

"full address, exact match on suburb"

"full address, exact match on POstcode"

"full address, exact match on nearest 8 suburbs"

"full address, exact match on nearest 8 POstcodes"
"interactive matching"

"cross-streets, exact match on suburb"

"cross-streets, multiple exact matches on suburb"
"cross-streets, exact match on postcode"

"cross-streets. multiple exact matches on Postcode"

"cross-streets, exact match on nearest 8 suburbs"

"cross-streets, multiple exact matches on nearest 8 suburb.s"
"cross-streets. exact match on nearest 8 postcodes"

"cross-streets, multiple exact matches on nearest 8 postcodes"

"landmark, exact match using MapInfo landmarks"

"Iandmark, with equivalent full address"

"landmark, with equivalent cross-streets"

"landmark, exact match using UBD Refidex landmarks"

"sampling along a street, within a suburb"

"sampling along a street, within a postcode"

"sampling along a street, within nearest 8 suburbs"

"sampling along a street, within nearest 8 postcodes "

"sampling of street, within suburb"

"sampling of street, within postcode"

"not geocoded, but pseudo-SLA coded"
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4" GEOCODING RESULTS

As might be expected, the majority of the household addresses obtained from SEQEll
were able to be geocoded directly by MapInfo using the house number, street name, and
suburb,. Nonetheless, a disIurbingly high 27% were not able to be geocoded in this
Ten percent could not be found in the designated suburb, but were foood in the

Geocoding Methods for' Household AddressesTable 1

Ihis section of the paper will now consider the success of the geocoding process as a
means of accurately locating points in space,. The analysis of the geocoding results will
be restricted to the Brisbane study area, because of the known deficiencies in the
boundary file information outside the Brisbane area. As noted in section 3, there is a
range of geocoding processes which can be used, depending on the quality and
completeness of the locational information provided by the respondent. The quality of
this information would be expected to vary depending on the type oflocation (ie home
address, start-ofCday location, and trip destinations). For example, one would expect
that the information supplied about the addresses of the sampled households (from the
SEQEB (Electricity Connections) datafiles) would be of the highest quality, whereas
the addresses of the trip destinations supplied by the respondents would be of lower
quality One could therefore expect that, within the range of available geocoding
methods, different methods would be used for these types of location The results of the
geocoding process for the three major types of location are shown in Tables 1,3 and 4,

Geocoding Method PeI'cent
10 "full address, exact match on suburb" 72.2%
11 "full address, exact match on postcode" 10.5%
12 "full address, exact match on nearest 8 suburbs" 1.2%
13 "full address, exact match on nearest 8 postcodes" 1.0%
14 "interactive matching" 0%
20 "cross-streets, exact match on suburb" 0%
21 "cross-streets, multiple exact matches on suburb" 0%
22 "cross-streets, exact match on postcode" 0%
23 "cross-streets. mu tiole exact matches on Dostcode" 0%
24 "cross-streets, exact match on nearest 8 suburbs" 0%
25 "cross-streets, multiple exact matches on nearest 8 suburbs" 0%
26 "cross-streets. exact match on nearest 8 Dostcodes" 0%
27 "cross-streets, mUltiple exact matches on nearest 8 postcodes" 0%
30 "landmark, exact match using Maplnfo landmarks" 0%
31 "landmark, with e uivalent full address" 0%
32 "landmark, with equivalent cross-streets" 0%
33 "landmark, exact match using UBD Refidex landmarks' 6.0%
40 "samoling alone: a street, within a suburb" 6.4%
41 "sampling along a street, within a postcode" 1.7%
42 "sampling along a street, within nearest 8 suburbs" 0.2%
43 "sampling along a street, widtin nearest 8 Dostcodes" 0.8%
50 "sampling of street, within suburb" 0%
51 "sampling of street, within postcode" 0%
60 "not geocoded, but Dseudo-SLA coded" 0%



v:u:iation tn geocoding method by the location of the home address is shown in
2, where the percent of geocoding by each method used is shown for each home
(see Figure 1 for the location of regions, and Table I for the geocoding method
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po,;tcclde Two percent were found in neighbouring suburbs or postcodes.. Six percent
not be found in the ERSIS electronic maps and had to be located via the UBD

K:[:~~:~s;~tr,~e,etdirectory. Anothet 6.5% did not bave a precise house number (usually a
i-and bad to be randomly assigned to a position on the street within the

A further 2.7% had to be randomly assigned to streets within the postcode or in
Ileigh;bOtlIirlg suburbs or postcodes

2 Geocoding Methods by Home Location Region

seen from Table 10 that the major problems with geocoding of home
~~clresSeSlay in the outer LGAs, p:uticularly in Caboolture and Beaudesert. Reference

2 shows that these were the areas for which ERSIS did not supply suburb
%1l:(jUhdiry files. Logan and Ipswich-Moreton also have a relatively low use of geocoding

in line with the areas of non.-.eoveIage shown in Figure 2., HoweveI'~ in areas
suburb boundary. information was fully supplied, it appears that

~gti.fo"ill\ate:ly85% of households could be geocoded directly by MapInfo using the full
adclress, while the majority of the other households were geocoded either by

po.stcl)de of the household or by .sampling along the street within the suburb
(llS'i1a1ly because the household had a lot number for a postal address) Apart from this

'~~~hie;~f~'7c of geocodes, it would thetefore appear that hou.sehold addresses can be
\$ geclco<led in areas for which .suburb boundaJies are provided.. As the GIS

!Datun" and all areas are fully covered hy locational files. it would appear that
!1·18'll\a,tic of household locations will become the norm.

Geocoding Method Used
Home Region LU 11 12 13 33 40 41 42 43

0{Y I North Inner Suburbs 81% ~% 2% -- 1% 7% -- -- --
iii~ 2 South Inner Suburbs 86% 7% 2% -- 1'10 4% -- -- --

.3 North Outer SUburbs 81% 5% 1% -- 3% 9% 1% -- --
'{YYY 4 West Outer Suburbs 79% 11% -- -- 2% 6% 1% -- --
« .) South Outer Suburbs 81% 2% 1% 1% 4% 10% 1% -- --
~iy 6 East Outer Suburbs 68% 16% 4% -- 2% 7% 2% 2% --

iil;
7 Redcliffe 88% 1% 1% 2% 3% 5% -- -- --
~Caboolture -- 47% -- 5% 22% -- 17% -- 9%

rl iYPine Rivers 71% :l% -- -- 15% ~% 3% -- 1%
UU:lpswicb-Moreton 60% 18% -- -- 16'10 3% 2% -- --

{% llLogan 63% 22% 1% 1% 7% 4% 1% 1% --
:y 12 Beaudesen 3% 13% -- 32% 37% -- 3% -- 13%
{Y: YUAlbert 88% -- 1% 1% 4% 6% 1% -- --
n 14 Redland 77% - -- 50/0 17% -- -- 2%

H)tAL BKlSBANE 73% 10% 1% 1% 60/0 7% 2% -- 1%
.:
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In addition to knowing where people live, the SEQHIS sUlvey asked them where they
started theit day (i.e.. where were they at 4 a.m. on the specified travel day) This
location then became the origin of their first trip of the day This location was geocoded
by the methods shown in Table 3

Since 96% of all people started their day at home, it is not surprising that Table 3
should be very similar to Table L Note, however, that there is a start of a drift away
ftom geocoding based on the full address in the correct suburb towards geocoding
methods further down the hierarchy.

Geocoding Methods for Start-of-Day LocationsTable 3

What starts as a drift away from full address geocoding in Table 3 has become a
landslide in Table 4, which shows the geocoding methods used for trip destinations
Only one third of the trip destination locations could be geocoded using the full address
in the designated suburb Given that 30% of all destinations are at the respondent's own
home, which can be geocoded by full address on 70% of occasions, this means that
very few non-home locations (about 10%) can be geocoded automatically by MapInfo
using a full address and suburb.. The benefits of geocoding destination locations are not
obtained without some considerable time and effott (at least this frrst time around, when
all these lessons were being learnt on a large scale fot the first time).

Geocoding Metbod Percent
10 "full address, exact malCh on suburb" 68.8%
11 "full address, exact malCh on ostcode" 10.3%
12 "full address, exact match on nearest 8 suburbs" 1.3%
13 "full address, exact match on nearest 8 postcodes" 1.1%
14 "interactive matching" 0%
20 "cross-streets, exact match on suburb" 0.1%
21 "cross-streets. multiple exact matches on suburb" 0%
22 "cross-streets, exact match on postcode" 0.1%
23 "cross-streets, multiple exact matches on postcode" 0%
24 "cross-streets, exact match on nearest 8 suburbs" 0%
25 "cross-streets, multiole exact matches on nearest 8 suburbs" 0%
26 "cross-streets. exact match on nearest 8 postcodes" 0%
27 "cross-streets. multiple exact matches on nearest 8 postcodes" 0%
30 "landmark. exact match using: Ma Info landmarks" 0%
31 "landmark, with equivalent full address" 0%
32 "landmark, with equivalent cross-streets" 0%
33 "landmark, exact malCh using UBD Retidex landmarks" 6.9%
40 "sam lim! alone: a street, within a suburb" 6.4%
41 "sampling alon.g a street, within a postcode" 1.8%
42 "sampling along a street, within nearest 8 suburbs" 0.2%
43 "sam ling along a street, within nearest 8 poslCodes " 0.8%
50 "sampling of street, within suburb" 0%
51 "samplino of street, within postcode" 0%
60 "not geocoded, but pseudo-SLA coded" 2.1%
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4 Geocoding Methods for' Trip Destination Locations

Geocodine Method Per'cent
10 "full address, exact match on suburb" 32.5%
11 "full address, exact match on postcode" 5.2%
12 "tull address, exact match on nearest 8 suburhs" 1.0%
13 "full address, exact match on nearest 8 postcodes' 0.6%
14 "interactive matching" 0%
20 "cross-streets. exact match on suburb" 9.6%
21 "cross-streets. multiple exact matches on suburb" 0.2%
22 "cross-streets. exact match on postcode" 2.4%
23 "cross-streets. multiole exact matches on postcode" 0.1%
24 "cross-streets. exact match on nearest 8 suburbs" 0.6%
25 "cross-streets, multiple exact matches on nearest 8 suburbs" 0%
26 "cross-streets, exact match on nearest 8 postcodes" 0.2%
27 "cross-streets, mUltiple exact matches on nearest 8 postcodes" 0%
30 "landmark, exact match USlll U Maptnfo landmarks" 5.5%
31 "landmark, with equivalent full address" 0%
32 "landmark, with equivalent cross-streets" 0.1%
33 "landmark, exact match using UBD Retidex landmarks" 23.7%
40 "sam lin'2. alonE: a street. within a suburb" 10.9%
41 "sampling along a street, within a postcode" 2.4%
42 "sampling along a street, within nearest 8 suburbs" 0.7%
43 "samoling along a street, within nearest 8 postcodes" 0.8%
50 "sam line of street, within suburb" 3.0%
51 "sampling of street, within postcode" 0.7%
60 "not geocoded, but Dseudo-SLA coded" 0.1%

earlier, the final geocoding method depends on both the information provided
the respondent and the capahility of the geocoding program and databases to utilise

that information. For example, for car trips in the Brishane study area, Table 5 shows
type of address information provided by the respondents and the geocoding method

was finally employed for the geocoding of those destination addresses .. For
example, of the total of 33035 car trips, 18024 (54.6%) of the destinations were
des:crilbed by respondents in terms of a full street address.. Of these, 80.2% (or 43.8% of
the total trips) were able to be geocoded nsing the full street address, while most of !be
remainder were geocoded using either a landmark (which may have been provided
along with the full address) or sampling along the slreet (when the str'eet number turned
out to be not useful). Thus, we were not always able to use the full information given
by the tespondent. This cascading effect down the columns is also evident for the other
types of destination information provided by respondents.. For example, 26% of the
destinations described by cross-streets had to eventually be geocoded by sampling
along the first· named street, because the specified intersection of streets did not in fact
OCCur.. On the other hand, in a small proportion of cases we were able to geocode with
higher level information than that provided by respondents.. For example, 3% of
destinations described by landmarks were geocoded hy full addresses or cross-streets
(obtained from Yellow Page information)



The type of geocoding method employed was also shown to depend on the length of the
trip involved For example, Table 6 shOWS the type of geocoding method employed fO!
walk trips of various distances,

Strai~ht·Line Trin Lenath
Destination
Geocoding <lOOm 100 -> lOOOm >lOOOm
Method
Full 21% 7% 5%
Address
Cross- 15% 19% 8%
Street
Landmark 55% 46% 43%

Sampling 8% 25% 33%
on Street
Sampling 0% 3% 11%
in Suburb

Destination Information

Geocoding Full Cross- Landmark Slreet & Suburb IQTAL
Method Address Street Suburb Onlv

Full 43..8% 0.1% 0.1% 0 0 44%
Address 80.2% 0.5% 0.5% 0 0 14549

Cross-· 0.1% 118% 0.5% 0.2% 0 126%
Street 0.2% 62.8% 2.5% 3.6% 0 4149

Landmark 57% 06% 17.1% 0.2% 0.1% 237%
10.4% 3.2% 85.1% 3.6% 6.7% 7827

Sampling 4.4% 4.9% 18% 4.5% 0 15.7%
on Street 8.1% 26.1% 9.6% 80.4% 0 5186

Sampling 0.5% 1.4% 0.. 6% 0.7% 0.9% 40%
in Suburb 1.1% 7.4% 3.0% 12.5% 93.3% 1323

TOrAL 546% 18.8% 20.1% 5..6% 0.9% 100%
18024 6201 6648 1843 311 33035

120

Destination Information and Geocoding Methods

Trip Length and Geocoding Method (walk trips)

rable 5

Table 6
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It can be seen that tor velyshoI1 walk trips (less than 100 metres), we are more likely to
use full address and cross~street geocoding, because respondents know locations close
to their origin with more precision. As the trip length incleases, respondents are less
likely to know the detailed add'ess information and hence the geocoding tends to use
the more approximate methods involving sampling along streets, Care should be taken,
however, in interpreting the right-hand column of Tahle 6 It is quite likely that the uip
length appears to be long because we have used a geocoding method based on
sampling, thereby inuuducing an error into the geocoded location of the destination

The type at destination information supplied by the respondent also varies with the type
of destination being visited, as shown in Table 7. Thus while a majority of workplaces,
homes and holiday homes are described by their full addres.s, public uanspoI1 terminals,
schools and universities are described only in terms of the landmark itself (eg. Roma
Street Station, Wynnum High School). This has implications for the accuracy of
geocoding of different types of land use activity

Table 7 Destination Information by Type of Destination

Destination Information
Type of Full Cross- Street & Suburb
Destination Address Street Landmark Suburb Onlv TOTAL
Bus Stop 9% 44% j~% 8% 1% '.9%
Train ~tatioIl u% 1% %% 1% 0% 5.3%
Workolace 53% 21% 17% 7% 2% 10.7%
Other Workolace 38% 31% 16% 10% 4% .2%
Pre-School 26% 25% 38% 10% 1% 2.0%
School 8% 13% 76% 3% 0% 7.9%
University 7% 11% 7 % 3% 1% 1.2%
Shoo 12% 39% j % 9% 1% 12.0%
Home 1OU% 0% % U% 0% 29.0%
Other Home 67% 18% 3% 10% 2% 8.2%

IHolidav 49% 18% 19% 8% 6% 0.2%
Service Station 1~% 54% 13'10 15% 1% 1.4%
Any Other 10% 24% 52% 11% 2% 0.9%
Personal Business 24% 36% 33% 7% 1% 3.0%

..• SociaJi Recreational 16% 33% 41% 8% 2% 4.8%
SocialfWe!lare 30% 27% 35% 8% 0% 0.2%
Medical 2 % 32% 33% 7% 1% 1.1%
CarPark 1 )% 52% 28% 10% 1% 0.4%
TOTAL 4% 19% 27% 5% 1% 100%

heavy reliance on sampling of locations, either from a UBD Refidex (method 33),
randorn1y along a MapInfo meet (methods 40 thlOUgh 43), Or from a suburb Or
pos·tcocle (methods 50 and 51) can be seen by the fact that, in Table 4, 42.2% of all
de,tinilticln location geocodes are obtained in this way.. The question remains, however,

the extent of any eITOrs inu·oduced into the geocoded locations by the use of these
approximate methods
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The accuracy of geocoding methods

Ihe question of the accuracy of the various geocoding methods can be inferred from the
eflecrs of the geocoding method on the spatial characteristics of the resultanr trips One
way of doing this is to ca!culare the straight-line distance berween the geocoded origin
and destination of a trip and then. by comparing this distance with the reported travel
time for the'trip, estimare the average straight-line speed for the trip.. Some errors will
be intruduced due to errors in the estimation of the travel time by respondents, and by
the assumption of straight-line distance. but these eII'OI'S should even themselves out
over the vaIious geocoding methods"

Errors in geocoding will show up primarily by means of very fast trips or very slow
trips.. That is, the geocoding method will mistakenly position one, or both, of the trip
ends in the wrong place, leading to what appears to be a very high, or very low, speed
trip in the available time. In practice, it is less likely for geocoding errors to result in
very slow trips because this would require the misplaced tdp-end to be located nearer
the other trip end than it is in reality.. It is also more difficult to detect slow trips,
because while being slow they ar'e still possible,. By examining the geocoding methods
used to generate high speed trips, one can obtain an idea of the extent of error being
introduced by the use of approximate geocoding methods"

Ihe crireria for a very fast trip is dependent on the mode of travel used Speeds greater
than, say, 8kph would be considered a very fast trip for the walk mode, while for car
modes the limit would be very much higher.. Furthermore, for some modes, the high
speed criteria would be expected to be dependent on the distance of the trip. For
example, the average speed of the cat modes would generally be higher for longer
distance trips, than for short distance trips, as the relative effect of parking and
unparking is minimised and as the trip becomes more likely to be made on freeways
and rural roads. The relationship between straight-line trip distance and trip speed for
car trips in the Brisbane study area is shown in Figure 4. confirming the above
hypothesis,

As can be imagined, it is difficult to be precise in setting limits for very high speed car
trips,. In this analysis, the very fast cat trips were identified by grouping the car' trips
based on distance ranges (ren groups with 10% of the trips in each group), and thea
identifying the upper and lower quattiles of the straight-line speed distribution for each
group, The interquartile distance is called the "box-length" in a box-plot diagram
(Norusis, 1990, pllO) .. Extreme values are dermed as values which are grearer than
three box-lengths from the quartile points. Using this definition, very fast car trips are
dermed as being extreme values on the high side. For walk trips, it was somewhat
easier to identify unreasonably fast trips, because of the physical limitation on walking
speed imposed on most people.. A value of 8 kph was used as the maximum reasonable
walking speed.. Ihis value was not used unilarerally, however, because in examining the·
speed distribution within ,ach of the distance ranges. it was clear that the rounding off
of travel times by respondents to the nearest five minutes was creating bimodal
distributions of trip speed,. Ihe upper limit of reasonable walking speed was therefore
raised to the tail of that part of the distribution containing the 8kph value,
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the modes of walk and car driver, the geocoding methods employed for the origin
destination of the trip were then examined for the very fast trips to assess the

frequencies of the various geocoding methods giving rise to apparent errors in
ge1oc(,ding, Since geocoding errors at either end of the trip could result in a very fast

trip was characterised by the more approximate method of geocoding used for
origin or destination (Le, the higher numbered geocoding method from Table I).,

of this analysis for walk and car driver trips are shown in I able 8, where the
peleCeJ"t of very fast trips for each geocoding method is shown" For example, for car

where the worst geocoding method used for coding of the origin or destination
im'ol',ed one based on fUll address matching (methods IQ thJOugh 14), 2,6% of trip

were classified as being very fast, and hence possibly in error" When the worst
gelJeoldir,g method involved sampling within a subwb, the percent of very fast trips rose

A similar pattern was noted for walk trips, but the percent of fast trips was
for each geocodiog method and deteriorated more rapidly as one moved to the
the more approximate geocoding methods" This may be due partly to the

llrlreoent methods used to define very fast trips for each mode, but is also related to the
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5. CONCLUSION

size of the geocoding etIat (when using street or suburb sampling) compared to the
length of the trip (which is much shorter for walk trips).

Percentage of Very Fast 'Trips by Geocoding MethodTable 8

This paper has described the geocoding methods used in the 1992 South East
Queensland Household Travel Survey Taking into account the location information
supplied by respondents. and the capabilities of the Maplnfo GIS program and
associated databases. the paper outlines a hierarchical process of geocoding based on
full address matching. cross-str·eet matching. landmark matching. sampling along a
street and sampling within a suburb

The paper then describes the results of the geocoding process in terms of the types of
geocoding method used for different types of locational information and for different
geographical regions.. It examines the type of locational information supplied for trip
destinations by respondents and the subsequent use of geocoding methods.. It examines
the variation in geocoding method with the length of walk trips. and the differences in
destination information supplied for different types of trip destination.. The paper then
examines the extent to which the more approximate geocoding methods give rise to
incorrect positioning of origins and/or destinations as reflected in the incidence of very
fast trips.. It is shown that as one uses the more approximate geocoding methods. the
probability of generating a very fast trip increases. especially for the shorter.
types of trips..

However. the effects of geocoding errors should not be too over-dramatised.. Of
70.000+ trips recorded in SEQHTS in the Brisbane study area, about 95% of these
have speeds which would be considered as reasonable for the mode in'wb'ed.
therefore appears that most trips have been geocoded reasonably accurately..

Mode of Transnort

Geocodin" Method Car Trips Walk Trips

Full Address 2.. 6% 40%

Cross-·Street 4..5% 3.6%

Landmark 5.1% 8.8%

Sampling on Street 5..8% 12.7%

Sampling in Suburb 5..9% 269%
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